Congratulations!

Girls Camp
Date: July 8th - 11th
Camp will look and feel
different this year. Please
read the following pages,
and help us prepare well
for your Camp session.

It has been a difficult year, and so
much has changed, but through all
the chaos and struggle, we know

ARRIVAL: July 8th
4:00-6:00pm
check-in procedures
on the next page.

PICK UP: July 11th
4:00pm

Please read important info on the next pages

CONNECT
REFRESH
GROW

You're registered for

Packing List
Bible & notebook
Change of clothes for
each day + extra
Shoes and
sandals/crocs
1-2 masks for each day
of the session
Toiletries and towels
Bedding & pillow
Money for the camp
store
Flashlight or lantern
Hat or bandanna
Sunscreen & bug lotion
Swimsuit or water play
outfit

Check-in procedures

Check-in continued

Campers or Family members are
asked to stay home if they feel
sick in any way in the week
leading up to camp.
On arrival to camp everyone must stay in the
vehicle and stay masked at
all times
Everyone in the vehicle will
be asked a series of
screening questions by camp
staff, then pull forward to
the next station
Only the Camper will exit the
vehicle, then proceed to the
canopy for medical check-in.
(please have meds ready)
Camper will proceed to 3rd
station for cabin assignment
and receive parent card

Please keep a mask on
throughout the check-in
procedures when within 6
feet of anyone else.
(Camper can remove mask
once they are in the cabin
with their Cabin-Group)

Masking
Everyone will be asked to wear
a mask indoors.
Masking outdoors will
be required if within 6
feet of someone outside
your Cabin Group.
Everyone expected to
change their mask
daily
Fully vaccinated individuals are
asked to wear as a mask as
positive reinforcement, and a
continued layer of protection.

Sanitizing
Everyone will follow
increased handwashing
practices.
Cabin leaders will carry
hand sanitizer with them
at all times
Any equipment or
materials will be sanitized
between each group.

Covid-19 protective
guidelines

While many Covid-19 protective
measures have become a topic of
polarizing debate, and
disheartening public division,
Indian Creek has always kept
safety as a top priority, while
striving to handle these issues
with the Grace and Love of Christ.
We continue to be thoughtful and
prudent in our decisions, knowing
that not everyone will be
comfortable with the guidelines in
place.
In the effort of unity and love
as the body of Christ, we ask
that everyone who attends
Indian Creek be willing and
committed to following the
stated guidelines.

Distancing
Campers will be placed into
cabin groups, and most
activities will be with those
cabin groups.
Interaction with staff, or others
outside of their cabin group
will be conducted at a distance
when appropriate.
Indoor activities (chapel,
meals, bad weather) will occur
with increased air flow, and
distance between cabin
groups.

Preparation
Campers who are
experiencing Covid-19
symptoms are
expected to stay home.
Families are encouraged to
follow increased safety
measures to prevent
sickness within 10 days
before their camp session.

